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Interesting Facts 
 
 

Silhouette Lost is a sci-fi/fantasy (some paranormal elements) fiction novel.  It is Book 
One of a currently 8-book series.  Silhouette Lost begins as a primarily science fiction 
novel with both Yamaria and Salvatore becoming acquainted with each other at 
university pursuing their physics' degrees.  The setting spans from the West Coast, USA 
to Italy. 
 

1.  The author has never traveled to Italy but has always wanted to visit several  
     cities there. 
 
2.  Silhouette Lost is one of the first books that the author has ever written,  
     though she delayed publishing the novel to continue focus on penning the  
     remainder of the series. 
 

 3.  The author is inclined to write another novel to supplement the 8-book series. 
 
The protagonist, Yamaria is bi-racial.  She is half black American and half Italian.  Her 
love interest, Salvatore, is a European Italian. 
 
 1.  The author often writes multi-racial characters and novels with interracial  

relationships.  In Silhouette Lost, both are used.  A repeat of a previous  
generation, yet Salvatore's and Yamaria's relationship is a more unadulterated  
version.  In a previous iteration, power, the ability to harness forces and to  
obtain relics was used for selfish gain, becomes an overwhelming contrast to  
what Salvatore and Yamaria share.  Their discovery of power, openings or even  
the use of a special object gives them pause.  They revere the austerity of what  
used lie beyond their general understanding.  Salvatore and Yamaria prefer to  
live their lives in their own adventure, in a sense they do.  However, Earth  
beckons and soon and otherworldly kingdom will as well.   
 

 2.  The author uses these newly discovered matters in another way.  They benefit  
Salvatore and Yamaria without selfish means or purpose.  As they begin to  
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defeat enemies within their world and eventually beyond, the learn more about  
one another.  Yamaria was already aware of how protective Salvatore was with  
her, but she realizes as a practical matter, the extent he would perform certain  
acts to ensure her safety.  Salvatore begins to have a clearer picture of Yamaria,  
just as she becomes more acquainted with her own self.  He does not attempt to  
overtake her, but rather guide her one of her abilities combined with their  
scientific approach helps them to understand what is happening at the interstice.   
It is here where the author introduces Salvatore and Yamaria to the reader as a  
successful ethereal team, complimenting their affectionate and genuine  
relationship, wherein one cannot exist without the other. 

 
The author uses a tree to represent the center point of openings to enter and depart from this 
world.  From the author's perspective, the trunk of the tree is its core.  It stands stoically and it 
finds equilibrium with braches that extend outward from its various sides.  The author  hints at a 
tree being a pathway to a place where time and space intersects as Yamaria's locket is in a shape 
of a tree. Just as a tree has to maintain its balance, so does space and time.  It is here where the 
avowed enemy of earth, Antonio seeks to abuse his scientific knowledge to destroy it.  However, 
Yamaria remembers a special tree in the botanical gardens in Italy.  It has a special memory as 
she used to visit this place with her father, Tomasso.  It is at this contact point wherein she and 
Salvatore enter the interstice.  Some may consider the tree part of the balance, just as 
volcanoes, as part of the Earth's surface. 
 
 
The author desired to provide a special creature for Yamaria to provide a two-fold benefit for 
the main character: 
 
 1.  It seems that throughout most of the story that Yamaria is an only child.  She would  
              need a 'friend' that most would not understand.  Yet even in her youth her observant  
              nature allows her to understand that this is truly one who has been designated to watch  
              over her.  It would take her years to be reacquainted with her true self to understand  
              why, however. 
 
 2.  The author made the creature for a dual affect to represent the internal and external,  
               neither of which is necessarily a conflict within itself.  The creature is not in its true form  

when first introduced to Yamaria.  A bird is small, friendly and least intimidating to a  
young girl.  This was necessary so that Yamaria as a youth would be inclined to it.  Thus, 
the current external representation of the creature is not its true form (internal).  In 
addition, the unnamed being is from another existence beyond the known and if one 
was to discover, several unknown worlds.  She is thus truly external of most of the 
tangible, but enters the realm of existence of earth, internal to make herself known to 
one special little girl, Yamaria.  There is also another purpose for the winged being.  
Yamaria's ability to manifest.  It is something within her, yet she can only at this stage of 
her life enter into another state of existence while she is unconscious.  To see her true 
self, a young girl seeing the manifestation of her own innocence in the form of another  
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youthful girl, is to delve within the internal upon the internal.  Yet within this state of  
conscious she may enter other worlds or existence that separates her world from  
another.  Within Yamaria is her own interstice, where time does not interfere and she 
actually surpasses space, not being limited by the later interstice where space only 
meets time. 

 
 
Yamaria's love interest and eventual husband, Salvatore is an intelligent scientist whose pursuit 
of a full-time career in physics is replaced with his focus on the family enterprise.  The author did 
not wish for the protagonist's love interest to be cliché.  However, Salvatore is handsome, tall, 
has wavy mid-length dark hair and is well-maintained.  He is also heir to a great fortune.  
Yamaria was reared in comfortable but modest means by compare.  The author desired for her 
personality to suit the higher purpose to compliment the purpose for which she (and Salvatore)  
would eventually be guided to.  The author intentionally made Yamaria aloof to Salvatore.  He 
did fit certain tropes found in contemporary romance.  This is what Yamaria initially recalls when 
they incidentally reunite at the quaint Italian café in Italy.  However, Salvatore makes his 
genuine intentions known.  It is only because he is sincerely inclined towards Yamaria that 
destiny allows for them to begin a courtship and to become wed.  It is this special union in the 
author's estimation which allows Salvatore and Yamaria to have a successful marriage.  In spite 
of his wealth and his previous bachelor ways, it is Yamaria whom his heart truly longs for.  They 
accept each other for who they are.  Salvatore accepts her sometimes awkwardness as 
endearing. Though she may at times stumble, Yamaria is beautiful, caring, intelligent and warm. 
Yamaria accepts his brawn, wit and charm as the filter for which he erects a wall of grace, only 
allowing her to peer through it so that she may understand how deeply sincere his affection 
flows for her. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


